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Principle What this means 

Lay the 
groundwork, 
and take your 
time 

Get out there, 
tell the story 

Plan. Don't rush and you'll see the benefits 

Think about who you need to speak with to make sure you connect with the 
right people right away 

Map out your milestones. This will help you identify opportunities to 
engage and interact with your community, including local media 
Anticipate your community's concerns before you engage. This will make it 
easier to respond in an open, clear and direct way 
Be clear about why it's important to engage with your community, and how 
it can help 

Put your ear to the ground -find out what's going on in your organisation, 
analyse media coverage, conduct community research, and build an 
understanding of your community before you 

Pay close attention to what your community is saying to better understand 
their concerns 

Demonstrate you've really listened by adapting your programme to reflect 
their views and show them what you've done 

Generate interest and support for your proposal by sharing messages and 
communications widely and in a variety of ways 

Identify and train your spokespeople to be 'advocates' for your programme 
Try to be the first person to spread any news about your programme 

Talk, and talk some more. Don't walk away from tough conversations 

Help the media tell your story by working with, and regularly updating, them 

Go where the people are and make it easy for them to come to you e.g. hold 
community meetings, drop-in sessions or knock on doors 
Connect in a way that is suitable for the audience you're trying to engage 
e.g. social media for younger people, flyers at the library for older people 
Tell the right story to the right audience and in a timely way, e.g. if it's 
about a residential road, focus on the residents and give them time to think 
Keep it simple: use clear messages, provide strong, neutral facts, use plain 
English to explain your proposals, steer clear of jargon 

Engagement can be the difference between success and failure. So, start 
engaging well before you begin to consult, and keep it going throughout 

Seek out and include a range of views. This could lead to solutions you 
might not otherwise consider 

4.2 TOOLS TO SUPPORT ENGAGEMENT 

The Better Conversations on Road Risk programme is designed to help create a more positive public 
conversation about speed and road safety, and to contribute to a more supportive environment for 
discussions about speed management initiatives. 

The programme has a number of elements designed to measure, engage in and influence the 
conversation people are having around speed. 

The programme has a number of tools and templates that RCAs can use. 
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4.2.1 Research tools 

The Transport Agency has recently conducted qualitative and quantitative research into public 
perspectives about speed, speeding and road safety. 

A summary of that research, including some regional data, is available to RCAs. 

The Agency has also developed a tool for reviewing the way news media treat speed and road 
safety, to understand how media coverage contribute to the conversation on speed in a community. 

This public research and media analysis can be replicated in any region, to help RCAs plan 
engagement that will respond to the current conversation in their region, and engage positively. To 
find out more how to do this, contact conversationsonspeed@nzta.govt.nz 

4.2.2 Engagement tools 

Through the Better Conversations on Road Risk programme, the Transport Agency is working with 
Police, ACC, the Ministry of Transport and the AA to create some tools to support positive 
conversations about speed and speed management. RCAs can access these tools to support their 
engagement with communities and stakeholders in relation to speed management interventions. 

These include: 

Engagement companion. This sets out the principles for successfully engaging with communities . 
It includes lessons from engagement around New Zealand, and can help in planning and 
implementing good engagement about speed management changes in your community. 

"A new better conversations on road risk" programme toolkit. This will help RCAs have balanced 
and informed conversations about speed . It includes key messages and important facts- and tips 
for how and when to use. It also includes an outline of who else is talking about speed, and their 
contact details. 

"A new better conversation on road risk" programme updates. These email updates will include 
information about how the public is currently talking about speed, updates on effective messaging, 
and information and case studies about what other communities are doing. To sign up for this 
email update, -conversationsonspeed@nzta.govt.nz 

Media engagement template. This is a framework for engaging with the media. It provides 
guidance on what information journalists might need, good times to call them, suggested angles for 
stories and other tips for working with media. 
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5 Prioritise and 
Programme Action 

5.1 PRIORITISING ACTIONS 

November 2016 

Generally speaking, priority for speed management activities will be on parts of the network where: 

• there is a large differential between actual travel speeds, and safe and appropriate speeds 
• there is a high personal or particularly collective crash risk within a network area 
• speed management will make a difference 
• there are high benefit opportunities to align the posted speed limit with the self-explaining 

nature of the corridor. 

The nature of the speed management intervention depends on the road category within which each 
road sits and the level of risk that exists for the road (refer to the Toolbox in Volume Two of this 
Guide). For example, a high strategic corridor would warrant infrastructure investment to maintain 
higher travel speeds , whereas a high priority lower category area may be best suited to speed limit 
changes and further education and enforcement. The broad approaches that should be taken for 
different types of networks are presented in Table 5.1 below. 

Speed maintained or increases Speed reduction 

Where high strategic fit (via ONRC) 

Engineering improvements (e.g. shoulder widening, 
barriers, curve alignments, surface improvements, 
intersection treatments) 

Signs and other communication to indicate priority route 

May need interim speed limit reduction if funding needed to 

Lower strategic fit (via ONRC) 

Lower cost perceptual 
countermeasures to support 
lower speeds 

Appropriate road user behaviour 

Speed limit appropriate for the 
meet infrastructure works (e.g. interim 90 km/h on open road 
road) 

Variable speed limits to improve 
flow on congested high volume 
roads. 

Table S.lTreatments with highest potential to reduce Deaths and Serious injuries 

On lower volume networks where personal risk is high and collective risk is low it may be better to 
consider low cost speed management measures such as road markings, signs and communication 
(having better conversations around speed and road risk) where the focus is more likely to be on 
safety and raising awareness of risk and where efficiency is less important. 
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On higher volume corridors with high collective risk and low personal risk, the focus is more likely 
to be on improving the road to make it safer and more efficient at current or higher travel speeds. 
In these cases the corridor may need investment and upgrade so that it reflects safe system 
practices, such as median and side barriers and grade separated intersections. 

On straighter roads, enforcement continues to be important in reducing excess speeds and death 
and serious injury, especially on routes with high collective or personal risk. 

5.2 PROGRAMMING ACTIONS 

Programming is another key point in your engagement plan, where you should be testing your 
network proposals with stakeholders and your community. A critical part of this is sharing the 
information, data and analysis; outlining short, medium and long-term objectives; and in particular 
how your proposals will contribute to both the safety and efficiency of your network. Your Speed 
Management Plan should be an integral part of your Activity Management Plans (AMPs), road safety 
action planning and Regional Land Transport Plan . 

The guide provides the framework to enable a consistent approach, but it is up to each RCA, along 
with discussions with their neighbouring RCAs and the Transport Agency to determine the pace of 
change across their networks. For some this may mean significant investment in safety 
infrastructure on high volume strategically important routes. For others it may mean a drop in the 
posted speed limit on high risk areas of their network, supplemented by low cost treatments. 

It is not anticipated that there will be a significant increase in the number of speed management 
interventions implemented (including speed limit changes). However, we do expect to see a more 
targeted approach to address the highest benefit opportunities in order. 

A robust business case should be part of your speed management planning to ensure value for 
money from each dollar invested. A business case approach is now embedded in the Transport 
Agency's Investment Assessment Framework for the National Land Transport Fund. Programmes 
that are developed using this Guide and tested through a business case approach are likely to 
support a stronger case for investment than those which do not. 
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5.3 MEASURING PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
FRAMEWORK FOR SPEED MANAGEMENT 

Evaluation of speed management activities ensures information is captured to measure progress 
and value. This practical evaluation framework focusses on monitoring and evaluating speed 
management activities at an individual project and/or regional level. However, it can also be used 
to develop a consistent approach across regions so activities can be evaluated nationally too. 

Monitoring and evaluation of speed management activities is essential for: 

• tracking progress towards key performance indicators (KPI's) 
• communicating progress and effectiveness to policy makers, local authorities and the wider 

public. 
• demonstrating accountability for investment 
• identifying areas for remedial action during the implementation stage 
• identifying outcomes which were not intended (either positive or negative) 
• measuring the effectiveness of new approaches that contribute to the knowledge base 

The key measures of success we want to see progress on are that: 

• Speed management as a whole becomes more consistent and prioritised to risk, and road 
users see the same types of risks consistently identified and targeted no matter who 
manages the road network. 

• Travel speeds will align to the framework over time, and become more appropriate for road 
function, design, safety and use, starting with the highest risk routes to build public 
understanding and support. 

• Mean speeds will moderate on lower classification or less safe roads. Deaths and serious 
injuries will reduce, while economic productivity is maintained or enhanced across the road 
system overall. 

• The road system as a whole will become more self-explaining and consistent over time, and 
speed management will be more credible to the public. 

Monitoring and evaluation are on-going processes to integrate into all project stages including: 

at the beginning (checking programme logic and design along with baseline data collection), 

during (process, implementation and monitoring evaluation) and; 

at the end of the project or following implementation (outcome evaluation). 

Although monitoring and evaluation may use similar data sources, they are different: 

Monitoring involves assessing progress and collecting information before, during and after a 
project 

Evaluation shows the effectiveness of speed management activities already implemented, using 
monitoring and other data. It also critically analyses the merit or worth of the activities 

It is important early on to identify and agree who will carry out both monitoring and evaluation 
activities, when these activities will occur, and the kind of data and level of evidence needed for the 
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particular project or speed management activity. Having KPis ensures progress is tracked, and 
'success' clearly defined. 

5.3.1 How to monitor and evaluate 

A logic model is a good starting point to show the key aspects of speed management that should be 
considered for evaluation. Once the logic or rationale has been established, the detail of how 
specific items should be measured can be considered. The following two tables present the 
implementation and outcome measures separately. 

Evaluating the implementation of Speed Management activities 

Indicator Description/Rationale How to measure/key considerations 

Number and type of 
Speed Management 
Activities Implemented 

Identify the frequency of 
implementation for different 
types of speed management, 
e.g. engineering, speed limit, 
enforcement 

Consistency and quality The quality of Speed 
of speed management Management activities and 
activities alignment with the Guide 

Dollar Invested on 
speed management 
activities 

Barriers to 
implementation 

% of network with Safe 
and Appropriate speed 
limits 

Extent of engagement 

A measure of investment in 
speed management e.g . 
proportion of regional spend 
and from which budget (i.e. 
safety budget, operational, 
maintenance)? 

Provides data if speed 
management activities were not 
implemented as planned (e.g. 
public resistance, lack of 
resources). Can also be used to 
plan for risk ahead of activities 

Regional or district proportions 
of the network with limits that 
align to the national framework 
- a measure of national 
consistency and credibility 

The extent of engagement 
activities and the number of 
people reached through 
engagement 

Documented in various RCA reporting 
requirements 

A single speed management Activity Log is 
required. 

When? As activities are planned and 
implemented 

Should be carried out via independent audit 
process. 

When? During planning and after initiatives are 
implemented 

Part of RCA speed management Activity Log 

Through NLTP programmes 

When? budgeted (before) and Actual (after) 

Part of RCA speed management Activity Log 

When? Both before and after implementation 

When? Yearly as part of Activity Log 

Part of engagement and consultation processes 

When? Throughout 
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Evaluating the outcomes of speed management act ivities 

Indicator Description How to measure/key considerations 

Speed 

Point speeds Mean, 85'h Percentile, Speed Tube counters, radar or induction loops at key 
distribution locations 

When? Before and after speed management 
activities to measure change 

Geospatial In-car GPS derived speeds, can be This method is still being developed for national 
speeds accessed through national database use 

When? Before and after speed management 
activities to measure change 

Difference Compare point speed with the Analysis using data already collected 
between posted planned or changed posted speed When? Immediately after speed management 
and mean limit. Mean speed should match changes and 6-12 months following. 
speeds posted speed and 85% speed should 

be within 10% of the posted speed 

Traffic Efficiency 

Traffic volumes Traffic volume should be measured Tube counters, radar or induction loops at key 
as Annual Average Daily Traffic locations 
(AADT), the two- way daily traffic When? Before and after speed management 
that passes a point (e.g. 10,000 activities to measure change. Most RCAs have 
vehicles per day) on-going measurement databases for this 

Travel times The time it takes traffic to travel This method is being developed for national 
between locations use. At specific locations travel times can be 

measured using GPS, ANPR or Wi-Fi surveys. 

When? Before and after speed management 
activities to measure change 

Level of service A description of the road quality Crucial for speed setting process in the Guide. 
based on a framework of important When? As part of the speed management 
items (e.g. KiwiRAP) process and should be measured afterwards 

Perceptions & 
Behaviour 

Awareness of Awareness of speed limit change or Focus groups and/or surveys with local 
speed engineering residents or road users via meeting, mail or 
management online 
activities When? Before and after 

Perceptions of Perceived effectiveness, compliance Focus groups and/or surveys with local 
speed and likelihood of enforcement; level residents or road users via meeting, mail or 
management of support online 
activities When? Before and after 
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Indicator Description How to measure/key considerations 

Other road user Numbers of cyclists or pedestrians This is important because speed management 
counts and using the road. Latent demand activities have impacts (positive or negative) on 
latent demand means that more cyclists or other road users. Estimate latent demand via 

pedestrians might use the road if surveys, destination audits and 
conditions were different. school/workplace travel surveys 

When? Should be carried out for all urban 
activities. 

Road User Behaviour of other road users , such Pre-post observation of pedestrian and cyclist 
Behaviour as pedestrians and cyclists behaviour. Gains an understanding of how 'user 

friendly' road environments are for walkers and 
cyclists. Very important in urban areas. Usually 
by direct observation or video. 

When? Should be carried out before and after all 
urban speed management activities. 

Crashes, deat hs 
and injuries 

Speed-related Injury crashes where speeding or When? Before and after all speed related all 
crashes travelling too fast for the conditions speed management activities using established 

has contributed. crash databases (i.e. CAS and reports from CAS) 

Crash data Analysis of all crashes on network, When? Before and after all speed related all 
by F,S,M and non-injury speed management activities using established 

crash databases (i.e. CAS and reports from CAS) 
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CORPORATE PLANNING SYSTEM 

Corporate Planning Resu lts 

WORK STATUS REPORT 
December 2016 

Key Comments © 

1.7% 1.7% 1% Total Projects and Processes scheduled for the 2016/17 year is 287 

• Target Met • Partial Met • Not Met • Not Commenced • Complete 

MINUTE ACTION SHEETS 
Minute Action Sheets - Overall Performance 

140 " - 14% 

120 ~ 12% 

100 ~ 10% 

~ 8% 

- 6% 

4~·b 

~ 2% 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
·" ·" :-; :-; ·" ·" :-; :X" ·" ·" <:" s. :-; <:" Ql-c .._,~"' x_v> ~-b "?-~ ~1f. .._,v"' .._,.:; '?-v<:>, Gf~ oc ~o Qr& 

- Received Not complete 

= > 3 rronths 

- total outstanding % 

- >3 rronths & past est completion dcte -> 3 months % 

>3 rronths & past est completion dcte % 

A2834769 

The December results are as follows: 

Target Met 
Partial Met 
Not Commenced 
Not Met 
Complete 

KPI- Timely Update 
Not updated for 30-60 days 

Not updated for > 60 days 

KPI- Timely Resolution 
% outstanding rolling total 
Received Y/E 31/12/16 
% > 3 months rolling total 
and past completion date 

249 (86.9%) 
25 (8.7%) 
5 (1.7%) 
5 (1.7%) 
3 (1%) 

Benchmark Result 
NIL 0 

NIL 0 

Benchmark Result 

10% 11.8% 

5% 2.8% 

Background Information December 2016 
Received 
Complete 
Not Complete 
Not Complete > 3 months 
Not Complete > 3 months & past est. completion date 
Rolling total received Y/E 30/06/2016 

88 
30 
93 
47 
22 
783 

© 
© 

® 

© 
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CUSTOMER SERVICE REQUEST 

Customer Contacts 
140 

120 

"' 3 100 
"' QJ .... 80 

"'C 
c 
QJ 60 
J: .... 
c 

WORK STATUS REPORT 
December 2016 

KPI - Timely Resolution 

1400 Service requests actioned 
within timeframes 

1200 a: 
> 

1000 'f} 
f 

800 .l!l 
Ill 
QJ 

KPI - Satisfaction Survey 
December 2016 
We didn't do what we said 

600 
:I 
C" 
f 

we would do 

Benchmark 

90% 

Benchmark 

10% 

40 0 
:E: 

400 t 
Ill .... Background Information December 2016 

20 

0 1a .·!' ~~ .~; e ! .t .l 0 

Dec-15 Feb-16 Apr-16 Jun-16 Aug-16 Oct-16 Dec-16 

200 
c 
0 
u 

Total received 
Resolved 
Resolved within target 
Total Complaints 

Customer Contact Requests Rece1ved --- Totall.Xlresolved ._....._ Total Past Target Total Compliments 
~Total complaints ~Total compliments 
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Result © 

96% 

Result © 

2.5% 

1100 
953 
911 
11 
45 
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CPS SUMMARY TOTAL 
Target Met 249 

Partial Met 25 
Not Met 5 

Not Commenced 5 

Complete 3 

TOTAL 287 

GROUP RESULTS- CORPORATE PLANNING 
December 2016 

Work is achieving all projected milestones. In the case of a process/ if the work is progressing as predicte~ even 
though the work is not complete/ then it should be 'Target Met~ Target Met includes completed work also. 

The project is very close to meeting its projected targets. It is not on target but is recoverable. 
Work is significantly behind targets or, the work has not yet started because it has been held up by another factor 
that is within the control of the Manager. 
The work has not started and is not scheduled to commence until later, or the work has been delayed by factors 
outside of the Manager's control. 
The work has been completed. 

EXCEPTION REPORT- NOT MET 

ID Project Service Name Manager On Target Priority 0/o Progress 

1785 RESOURCE CONSENTS- Land Use ECM Not Met c 0 88% (141/161) non-notified land use consents 
Applications processed within 20 working days statutory t ime 

1791 RESOURCE CONSENTS - Appeals & ECM Not Met c 0 There was one successful challenges at Environment 
Judicial Review Court Appeal (no judicial reviews) overturning Council 's 

decision. The appeal related to the establishment of a 
"Z Energy" service station in Paengaroa which was 
granted approval. 

2032 Building - Building Service Requests ECM Not Met c 0 79% (23/29) service requests met target for year to 
date 

A2834769 
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December 2016 

ID Project Service Name Manager On Target Priority 0/o Progress 

2783 Building - Applications & Plan Checking ECM Not Met c 0 98.7% (683/698) applications for building consent 
processed within 20 working days for the year to date 

3339 Project Information Memorandums ECM Not Met c 0 99.25% (266/268) PIM applications were issued within 
statutory timeframes for the year to date 

EXCEPTION REPORT- PARTIAL MET 

ID Project Service Name Manager On Target Priority 0/o Progress 

1787 RESOURCE CONSENTS - Subdivision ECM Partial Met c 0 94% (90/96) non-notified subdivision consents 
Applications processed within 20 working days statutory t ime; and 

100% (53/53) s.223 Survey Plan Approvals processed 
within 10 working days statutory t ime 

2034 ANIMAL SERVICES - Registration CMM Partial Met c 0 8517 of 8815 dogs registered- 96.6%. On target to 
meet registration target by year end. 

2130 District Libraries - Circu lation CSM Partial Met c 0 District issues 5,8054 for the 2nd qtr. Virtual loans 
(2,507) as a % of tota l issues = 4.3 % . Average 
annual turnover: Hard Copy = 2.9 per t itle Virtual = 
0.8 per title. 

2465 Diggelmann Park RFM Partial Met c 25 Initial tender draft specification requires review before 
tender published. Nil progress due to other project 
commitments 

2523 Community Services Contract - Ecology EDO Partial Met c so 1st report due 1st February 

A2834769 
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ID 

2595 

2784 

2847 

2871 

2898 

3069 

GROUP RESULTS- CORPORATE PLANNING 
December 2016 

Project Service Name Manager On Target Priority 0/o Progress 

Comprehensive I Community CEM Partial Met c 100 We have offered advice and assistance but there has 
Development Pia ns been minimal progress on the community plan which 

could indicate that the community may not be ready 
for this or have the desire to undertake a review. 

Health - Registered Premises CMM Partial Met c 0 47% of premises inspected (126/269) year to date. 
Currently on target to meet year end requirements 

West Roads Management WMCM Partial Met B 0 On track. 

Eastern Water Supply - Source UM Partial Met c 35 Treatment plant upgrade planning is being reviewed 
Improvement and is dependant now on the quality of t he water that 

will be abstracted from the ESZll Bore. Tests are 
underway to determine the most appropriate filtering 
system to handle the elevated levels of minerals in the 
water. The trial has been extended to the end of 
March 2017 to provide better results to determine 
future plant desiqn. 

All Terrain Subregional Park Infrastructure RFM Partial Met c 50 The summer season work programme is well-
advanced, with track upgrades taking a priority 
following two or three years of exceptional vegetation 
growth. Te Matai Motorsport have withdrawn from the 
joint toilet project and they will be relocated to t he 
events space later this year. Plans are also well 
advanced for the initial ground-works within the 
recently harvested area alongside Hood Road. Further 
news is still awaited from MBIE on the RBI2 funding . 

Environmental Monitoring - Protection CMM Partial Met c 0 31 inspections reported to end November 2016 
Lots (December report not submitted at time of reporting 

by contractor) 
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ID 

3118 

3184 

3318 

3375 

GROUP RESULTS- CORPORATE PLANNING 
December 2016 

Project Service Name Manager On Target Priority 0/o Progress 

Annual Ecological Financial Contribution - EDO Partial Met c 50 allocated as per projects 
Non Council Property 

Reconfiguring public reception area CSM Partial Met c 10 Customer frontline team have provided input, small 
Barkes Corner team formed, pricing being collected for prioritisation . 

Ongare Point wastewater system UM Partial Met c 50 Land secured for treatment plant site. PDP Consultants 
have been engaged to undertake final design review 
and resource consent application. Target to have all 
necessary consents I paperwork in place for start 1 
July 2017. 

Relationships - External and Internal CEO Partial Met A 0 Progressing with the corporate plan initiatives. 
Customers, Regional and Sub-regional 
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Project Project Name Manager 
ID 
3279 Business Process Review - MIT 

online services - Building 
Consent application and 
process 

3322 Katikati Library and SPM 
Community Hub 

3392 LGA Section 17a Reviews BIPM 

3422 Animal Shelters CMM 

A2834769 

PRIORITY A PROJECTS 
December 2016 

Progress Report Financial 

User acceptance testing in No 
progress. Still work with 
building teams on processes to 
move to fully digital. 

The HUB discussions have No issues 
resulted in a schedule of 
criteria the CRG would like t he 
building to meet. These 
criteria have been met by the 
current set of plans and these 
have been distributed to the 
CRG for information. 

Progress reporting presented NA 
to the Management Team in 
December, together with 
updates of templates. 

Architect has undertaken site NA 
inspections and brief of works 
being finalised. 

Resources Risk Status/ 
Ofo Complete 

No No 50% 
Target Met 

No issues No issues 5% 
Target Met 

NA Time required to 40% 
keep checking that Target Met 
progress is 
happening. 

NA NA 0 
Not Commenced 
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MINUTE ACTION SHEETS 

December 2016 

MINUTE ACTION SHEET REPORT- NOT COMPLETE AND > 3 MONTHS OLD AND PAST COMPLETION DATE 

Minute Action Sheets Under Action or Not Commenced since February 2001 - Open and Closed > 3 months 
Minutes Remit Title Owner Current Owner Comments Last Complete by 
Number Status Maintained 

Date 
OP1916 7 Recommendatory TRANSPORTATION UNDER 17 January 2017: No Change: Otanewainuku trust 17/01/20 17 18/10/2016 
21/04/2016 Report from the OPERATIONS ACTION still in planning phase of their project. 

Community Committee MANAGER 8 December 2016: Otanewainuku trust still in 
- 2016/17 Facilities in planning phase of their project. 
the Community Fund - 11 November 2016: Staff working with 
Otanewainuku Kiwi Otanewainuku trust on completing the project. 
Trust Funding 

OP2216 8 Maketu Wastewater LEGAL PROPERTY UNDER 19/01/2017- Letter to be checked by GM for 20/01/2017 31/ 12/1967 
18/08/2016 Outstanding OFFICER ACTION signing. 

Connections TRANSPORTATION 8/12/2016 -To draft up letters to be sent to the 
& UTILITIES remaining unconnected properties. 

16-11-2016 - To draft up letters to be sent to the 
remaining unconnected properties. 
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MINUTE ACTION SHEETS 

December 2016 

MINUTE ACTION SHEET REPORT -COMPLETED 

COMPLETED - Completed Minute Action Sheets 01 November - 31 December 2016 

Minutes 
Number 

Remit Title 

OP1816.2 03 Proposed Te Puna Wastewater 
Mar 2016 Scheme Project Update 

A2834769 

Owner Current 
Status 

US- TRADE WASTE COMPLETE 
TECHNICIAN 

Owner Comments 

Tender Recommendation memo and report accepted 
and signed by GM Engineering and CEO. ECOFLOW 
successful tenderer for supply contract. Ecoflow and 
IOTA services engaged to produce final design and 
specification of reticulation network. Physical works 
tender due to go out December 
08/12/2016 Receiving and will update Council on 
process in February. 

Complete 
Date 

8/12/2016 
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SERVICE REQUESTS 

December 2016 

Total CCRs YTM Comparison December 2015/2016 
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Compliance and Enforcement- Noise 
Local Road- Bleeding tar on newly sealed Roads, trees down, mowing/vegetation 
Reserves and Properties - Freedom Camping and Public Toilets 
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SERVICE REQUESTS 
December 2016 

BENCHMARK COMPARISON DECEMBER 2016 

Type Group Reference Total Number Resolved Resolved 
Manager Benchmark Of Requests Within Target 

ANIMAL R DAVIE 95% 141 137 133 

BUILDING R DAVIE 90% 12 1 1 

COMP&ENFOR RDAVIE 93% 122 105 104 

ENGINEERNG G ALLIS 94% 1 0 0 

HEALTH R DAVIE 92% 2 1 1 

INTERNAL GM2 91% 60 55 54 

LOCAL ROAD G ALLIS 90% 206 172 156 

PROPERTIES G ALLIS 85% 13 11 11 

REFUSE G ALLIS 80% 42 29 29 

RESVE&PROP G ALLIS 85% 98 74 68 

ROAD NET G ALLIS 90% 31 22 22 

STATE HIGH G ALLIS 90% 9 8 8 

URBAN S/W G ALLIS 80% 14 12 11 

WASTEWATER G ALLIS 80% 85 77 76 

WATER G ALLIS 80% 264 249 237 

Organisational 85% 1100 953 911 
Benchmark 

Still Benchmark Achieved 
Outstanding Comparison Benchmark 

4 97% • 11 100% • 17 99% • 1 0% -1 100% ~e 
3 98% 1-

30 91% -2 100% -13 100% • 24 92% • 9 100% • 1 100% • 2 92% • 7 99% • 7 95% e 
133 96% e 
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SERVICE REQUESTS 
December 2016 

PERFORMANCE AGAINST BENCHMARK HISTORY FINANCIAL YEAR 2016 

2016 

July August September October November December 

ANIMAL 97% 170 96% 171 99% 143 99% 148 99% 147 97% 141 

BUILDING 78% 9 50% 4 80% 9 83% 9 100% 4 100% 12 

COMP&ENFOR 100% 69 100% 61 97% 76 96% 80 100% 89 99% 122 

CONSENlENG 100% 1 100% 0 100% 0 100% 0 100% 0 100% 0 

ENGINEERNG 75% 4 100% 6 100% 3 100% 3 100% 2 100% 1 

HEALTH 100% 5 100% 4 100% 5 100% 5 100% 2 100% 2 

INlERNAL 93% 67 91% 34 91% 33 78% 46 91% 70 95% 60 

LOCAL ROAD 97% 319 89% 279 98% 221 92% 218 92% 244 89% 206 

PROPERTlES 86% 21 92% 24 100% 8 90% 10 100% 23 100% 13 

REFUSE 100% 30 91% 23 91% 43 88% 85 90% 60 100% 42 

RESVE&PROP 94% 47 91% 68 85% 62 92% 63 85% 97 92% 98 

ROAD NET 90% 41 100% 45 94% 34 98% 45 97% 38 100% 31 

STAlE HIGH 91% 23 80% 20 100% 18 84% 19 100% 12 100% 9 

TATPARK 100% 1 100% 0 100% 0 100% 0 50% 2 100% 0 

URBAN S/W 98% 50 89% 35 91% 24 100% 18 94% 18 92% 14 

WASlEWAlER 94% 95 97% 96 91% 93 85% 79 92% 93 97% 85 

WAlER 93% 209 92% 260 93% 212 92% 250 94% 285 92% 264 

Total 95% 1161 93% 1130 95% 984 92% 1078 94% 1186 94% 1101 

Benchmark Comparision 

% Goal 
Achieved 

97.8% 95% • 78.6% 90% • 98.7% 93% • 100.0% 94% • 93.3% 94% • 100.0% 92% • 90.2% 91% • 93.0% 90% • 93.7% 85% • 91.9% 80% • 89.5% 85% • 96.4% 90% • 91 .0% 90% • 66.7% 85% • 94.2% 80% • 92.8% 80% • 92.6% 80% • 94% 85% e 
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ACTIONCOM- Action Sheets Not Complete for Operations & Monitoring Committee- February 2017 

Remit Remit Title Owner Current Last Days Owner Comments 
Number Status Maintained Elapsed 

Date 

OP1215.1 Reclaimed Land RFM - RESERVES UNDER 19/01/2017 630 18/1/17 - Consent application to BOP Regional Council 
14 May 2015 Application for AND FACILITIES ACTION being prepared as requi red by the statutory process. 

Land Adjacent to MANAGER 1/12/16- No change 
Allot 103 Katikati 17/11/16- Working on a way forward with LINZ agent. 
Parish, Bowentown 19/10/16- Further enquiries being made with LINZ about 

process. 
14/9/16- Currently considering professional advice from a 
Land Consultant on the possible use of the Public Works 
Act. 
18/8/16 -Meeting has been held with the BOP Regional 
Council to discuss consenting requirements required as a 
part of the application to LINZ 
2/7/16 - Iwi have provided a letter of support for the 
application. The application is currently being finalised 
for submission to LINZ. 
15/6/16 - Meeting with Iwi representative scheduled for 
Friday 17 June 2016. 
23/5/16- Otawhiwhi Representative is currently 
considering the proposal. 
14/04/2016: No change. 
14.03.2016: No change. 
17/2/16- Arrangements being made to meet with 
Otawhiwhi representatives 
10/12/2015: No change. 
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14/10/15: Draft documentation has been prepared and is 
being reviewed by staff before consultation is undertaken 
with tangata whenua. 
17.09.2015: No change. 
12/8/15 - Documentation still in progress and being 
prepared. 
12/8/15 - Agreement with Boating club being prepared 
along with draft application. 

OP1916.3 Uretara Cycleway RFAM - RESERVES UNDER 20/01/2017 287 20/01/2017: No change from December's update, -
21 Apr 2016 Bridge Concept AND FACILmES ACTION currently waiting for conclusion of resource consent 

Design Selection PROJECTS & applications. Building consent application has been lodged. 
ASSETS MANAGER Bridge construction scheduled for 2017. 

8/12/2016: No change - currently waiting for conclusion of 
resource consent appl ications. Building consent 
application has been lodged. Bridge construction 
scheduled for 2017. 
16/11/2016: Access to the new bridge location from the 

I 

south along the old railway cutting has been prepared to 
enable for heavy plant and machinery to build the bridge. 
Final surfacing of the new trail will be coordinated with 
bridge construction. Bridge construction resource consent 
applications have been lodged and building consent 

I application prepared with construction timing now likely 
from February I March 2017. 
14/10/2016: Staff have consulted with Tangata whenua 
support the resource consent applications. Building 
Consent application and contract being prepared. Local 
opportunity to design carving inscriptions for bridge 
handrail stations is being coordinated through Katch 
Katikati. Construction timing now likely post Christmas. 

A2837424- Printed 31 January 2017- Minute Actions for Operations & Monitoring Committee- Under Action (Open) 2 
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14/9/2016: Detailed design and pricing has been received. 
Contract documents to be prepared and signed. Resource 
consent applications are with Tangata Whenua for 
feedback before submitting them. Construction timing 
dependent on RC process. Vehicle track along railway 
cutting has now been established to South Bank of the 
stream 
12/8/2016: Suspension bridge detailed design is almost 
completed. Resource consent application is being prepared 
and expected to be lodged by mid August. Track 
formation/vegetation clearance and refuse removal from 
Henry Road has been completed in preparation for bridge 
construction. Path surface finishing will be undertaken 
after bridge construction. 
13/7/2016: Suspension bridge detailed design underway. 
Resource consent application is being prepared and 
expected to be lodged by the end of July. Track 
formation/vegetation clearance and refuse removal from 
Henry Road is in progress and will be completed on time 
to meet bridge construction timing. 
15/6/2016: Suspension bridge planning and design 
processes continue including with on site attendance from 
BOP Regional Council engineer and design engineer. 
Vegetation clearance I track formation along the old 
railway line begins mid June. 
11/5/2016: Staff and the cycle trails project group have 
met onsite with the contractor and identified bridge 
alignment. Next step includes the obtaining of LIDAR 
survey data for the location to assist with finalising 
detailed design and resource consent process. 

A2837424- Printed 31 January 2017- Minute Actions for Operations & Monitoring Committee- Under Action (Open) 3 
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Community process undertaken to select art to be added 
on to the bridge- designs have been considered. Once 
the bridge construction is underway, artwork can be 
undertaken as a separate process. 
28/4/2016: Resolution for suspension bridge Option C 
noted. Staff are working with the Designer to finalise the 
specification, design and price before a construction 
contract is sealed. 

OP1916.8 Waihi Beach Two UM - UTILITIES UNDER 17/01/2017 287 Jan 2017- BOP Regional Council have confirmed that we 
21 Apr 2016 Mile Creek West MANAGER ACTION will not receive any feedback until February 2017 on 

Bank Project No: Resource consent application. 
226353 - Project December 2016 - Still being reviewed by BOP Regional 
Update Council. 

November 2016 - Await feedback from BOP Regional 
Council relating to submission. 
October 2016 - Resource consent application submitted in 
October 2016. 
Sept 2016 - meeting held on 13th September with Iwi I 
hapu regarding project. Favourable feedback received with 
only minor points raised. On track to submit application to 
BOP Regional Council. 
August 2016 -Two landowners still required to sign their 
forms. One landowner has refused, while the other is 
seeking further information. AEE and resource consent 
application is tracking well. Engagement with local iwi to 
be undertaken. 
July 2016 - Positive feedback from property owners with 
only two property owners who are to yet sign their forms. 
Tonkin and Taylor progressing with completing the AEE 
resource consent application for regional Council. 

-
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On track to submit by end August 2016. 
June 2016- Letter sent to property owners on the 
12th of May. One on one meetings scheduled for 
May /June. A public meeting is planned for the 14th of 
June. Revised design based on concrete 'U' section, while 
additional funding would be required, this design provides 
a longer-term solution and also minimises effect 
on property owners. 

OP2016.4 Waihi Beach Two UM - UTILITIES UNDER 17/01/2017 252 January 2017 - Preferred Tender has provided information 
26 May 2016 Mile Creek East MANAGER ACTION and clarified aspects of their submission. Workshops ben 

Bank Project No held in relation to Health and safety and programming. 
226352 - Project Contract is within planned budget. Award is scheduled this 
Update month with works commencing in early February 2017. 

December 2016 - preferred Tenderer chosen and in 
discussions over contract. 
November 2016. Tenders received and being reviewed. 
Outcome of process expected by end of November. If 
project is within budget, physical works can commence in 
late Jan 2016. 
October 2016- Tenders due in at the end of October for 
physical works- all on track. 
September 2016 - Design and drawings being issued to 
Tenders now. Outstanding issues with BOP Regional 
Council have been addressed. Notification I 
communications to go out in late September re project 
commencement. 
August 2016 - Design for protection works is being 
finalised. Variation to consent has been lodged with the 
District Council. Slight delay in distribution of tender 
documents. 

- - ------
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July 2016 -Letters sent out to property owners advising 
potential share of their project costs. Alternative 
downstream Dillon bridge bank wall design being reviewed 
cheaper options. Tender documents ready for distribution 
by end of July 2016 

OP2116.2 Midway Park, RFM - RESERVES UNDER 19/01/2017 210 18/1/17- Report to go to Council meeting to consider next 
07 Jul 2016 Pukehina Beach - AND FACILffiES ACTION stage in the land disposal process. 

Reserve MANAGER 1/12/16 - Public consultation period ended 23/11/16. A 
Encroachment report to Council will be done in the new year. The 

adjoining property owner has been made aware of 
the report timeframe.in the new year. 
17/10/16- Agreement has been signed and executed. 
Public consultation is underway and submissions close on 
23 November 2016. 
14/9/16 - Agreement with adjoining owner for comment. 
Agreement to proceed with statutory process being 
prepared to send to adjoining owner. 

OP2216.3 Katikati Boating RFM - RESERVES UNDER 19/01/2017 168 18/1/17 - Meeting being set up with some submitters to 
18 Aug 2016 Club Proposed AND FACILffiES ACTION clarify the issues they have raised. This will need to be 

Lease - Tuapiro MANAGER completed before reporting back to Council. The Boating 
Point Reserve club have recently held a sailing event to test the 

suitability of the site. 
1/12/16 - Various submissions opposing the proposal have 
been received. Staff are analysing the submission points in 
conjunction with the Katikati Boating Club representatives 
before reporting back to Council in the new year. 
17/ 11/16 - Publically notified submission period closes on 
23/11/16. Will report to Council for 15/12/16 meeting. 
17/10/16 - Public notice being advertised in Katikati 
Advertiser on Thursday 20 October. 
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Submissions close on 23 November 2016. Public 

i 
notification is being arranged as per resolution. 

OP2216.4 New Zealand Motor RFM - RESERVES UNDER 19/01/2017 168 18/1/18 - NZMCA have engaged a consultant to prepare 
18 Aug 2016 Caravan AND FACILITIES ACTION and lodge the necessary resource consent to operate an 

Association MANAGER overnight stay facility for their members. 
Proposed Lease - 1/12/16 - no change 
Emerton Road, 17/11/16- Negotiations are on going. NZMCA are yet to 
Waihi Beach apply for a resource consent. Once obtained this is likely 

to be operational in Apri l or May 2017. 
I 

19/10/16- No change. NZMCA have been formally ! 

notified of the resolution and the need to obtain a 
resource consent(s) to operate at the proposed lease site, 
which is zoned Industrial and has a floodable notation 
in the District Plan. Lease negotiations are ongoing. 

OP2216.5 Red Cross Usage of SPM- STRATEGIC UNDER 19/01/2017 168 19/1/17 Building plans are being drawn up for building ! 

18 Aug 2016 Council Land PROPERTY ACTION consent. 
MANAGER 21/12/16 MOA lease agreement signed by both parties. 

7/12/16 MOU agreed and with Red Cross for signature. 
21/11/16 Council are working with the Association to 
achieve abuilding on the land as agreed. Red Cross have 
requested to be able to build a slightly bigger building on 
the same land. 
20/10/16 Meeting with Red Cross staff on site to finalise I 

I 

lease area. 
I 

I 
19/09/2016 Discussion continuing with the Red Cross. 
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ACTIONCOM- Action Sheets Complete for Operations & Monitoring Committee- February 2017 

Minutes Number Remit Title Owner Current Owner Comments Completion 
Status Date 

OP1515.11 Special Housing Area - SPM- STRATEGIC COMPLETE 22/08/2016 completed 22/08/2016 
17 Sep 2015 Assessment of Proposals PROPERTY MANAGER 12/7/16 Working through HOA still. 

Received 15/06/16 We have received a letter of intent from 
Classic Group that staff are considering. 
23/ 5/16 Staff are still negotiating the agreement, in 
particular the profit sharing clauses. The developer 
has commenced preliminary work associated with a 
consenting process. 
7/4/ 16 Staff have met with Classic Builders to 
develop an HOA and is awaiting their response to 
the draft prepared by staff. 
14/3/ 16 Working with developer and Turner 
Trustees to get a preferred development proposal. 
16/2/16 Subject to a report to the Operations 
Committee on 3/3/16 regarding possible purchase 
of Turner Trust Property. 
11/1/ 16 Developer working with possible design for 
access off Omokoroa Road. 
9/12/15 Staff and the developer are looking for 
ways of progressing the project without having 
ownership of the middle block of land. 
18/11/15 There are ongoing negotiations between 
the adjoining landowner, Council and the proposed 
developer. 

----- -- - -- -- ----- -- -- -
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It is unlikely that earthworks will commence this 
season given delays in progressing an agreement. 
12/10/15 Discussions between developer and staff 
undertaken. Negotiations ongoing at this stage. 
Also met a number of times with owner of land in 
the middle of the SHA. 

OP1515.7 Proposal for Waihi Beach SPM- STRATEGIC COMPLETE 19/09/2016- Replaced by C27.13 19/09/2016 
17 Sep 2015 Medical Centre PROPERlY MANAGER 22/08/2016 this MAS superceded by MAS 

C27.13. Refer to progress made under this. 
12/7/16 See Council update. 
15/06/16 Awaiting response from Trust. 
See Council MAS update 18.05.2016: Awaiting a 
response from the Trustees. 
11/04/ 2016 - As below 
14/ 03/ 2016 - Blaise to work further with Trust on 
lease (LPOT on behalf of LPOR) 
17/02/2015 - Blaise to work further with Trust on 
lease 
08/12/ 2015 - Report to Council for decision 
17 December 2015 
17/ 11/ 2015- Consultation ended 
16/11/2015 - no submissions against. Report to 
next Council meeting. 
15/10/2015 - Ads in paper, Waihi Leader, for 
consultation period ending 16 November 2015 

OP1816.10 Omokoroa Special Housing SPM - STRATEGIC COMPLETE 19/09/ 2016 - Complete - land has been purchased. 19/09/ 2016 
03 Mar 2016 Area - Purchase of Turner PROPERlY MANAGER August 2016 - Complete. Land purchased. 

Land 13/ 7/ 16 Terms have been agreed and the 
agreement signed by Turner Trustees. 

-
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15/6/16 Working through revised S&P with vendor 
24/5/16 Still awaiting the Trustees acceptance of 
the S&P agreement. It is currently sitting with their 
lawyers and they also need to get a valuation. 
7/4/16 Land pegged and awaiting survey prior to 
the signing of the S&P agreement. 
14/ 3/16 S& P agreement being prepared and 
setting out of area to be excluded from sale being 
arranged. 

OP2216.1 Traffic and Parking TOM- COMPLETE 25 August 2016: Ratified by Council. 25/ 08/2016 
18 Aug 2016 Enforcement Bylaw 2008 TRANSPORTATION 

Recommendations from OPERATIONS 
Community Boards 2016 MANAGER 

OP2216.2 Speed Limit Review 2016 - TOM- COMPLETE 25 August 2016: Ratified by Council. 25/ 08/2016 
18 Aug 2016 Te Puke School Zone TRANSPORTATION 

OPERATIONS 
MANAGER 
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